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Executive Summary

F

rom World War II until just a few
years ago, the number of miles driven
annually on America’s roads steadily
increased. Then, at the turn of the century, something changed: Americans began driving less. By 2011, the average
American was driving 6 percent fewer
miles per year than in 2004. (See Figure
ES-1.)
The trend away from driving has been
led by young people. From 2001 to 2009,
the average annual number of vehiclemiles traveled by young people (16 to
34-year-olds) decreased from 10,300
miles to 7,900 miles per capita—a drop
of 23 percent. The trend away from
steady growth in driving is likely to be
long-lasting—even once the economy recovers. Young people are driving less for
a host of reasons—higher gas prices, new
licensing laws, improvements in technology that support alternative transportation,
and changes in Generation Y’s values and
preferences—all factors that are likely to
have an impact for years to come.
Federal and local governments have historically made massive investments in new
highway capacity on the assumption that
driving will continue to increase at a rapid

and steady pace. The changing transportation preferences of young people—and
Americans overall—throw those assumptions into doubt. The time has come for
transportation policy to reflect the needs
and desires of today’s Americans—not the
worn-out conventional wisdom from days
gone by.
Figure ES-1: Vehicle-Miles Traveled Per Capita Peaked in 2004
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America’s young people are decreasing
the amount they drive and increasing
their use of transportation alternatives.
•

According to the National Household Travel Survey, from 2001 to
2009, the annual number of vehiclemiles traveled by young people (16 to
34-year-olds) decreased from 10,300
miles to 7,900 miles per capita—a
drop of 23 percent.

•

In 2009, 16 to 34-year-olds as a
whole took 24 percent more bike
trips than they took in 2001, despite
the age group actually shrinking in
size by 2 percent.

•

In 2009, 16 to 34-year-olds walked
to destinations 16 percent more
frequently than did 16 to 34-yearolds living in 2001.

•

From 2001 to 2009, the number
of passenger-miles traveled by 16
to 34-year-olds on public transit
increased by 40 percent.

•

According to Federal Highway
Administration, from 2000 to 2010,
the share of 14 to 34-year-olds
without a driver’s license increased
from 21 percent to 26 percent.

Young people’s transportation priorities and preferences differ from those
of older generations.
•

Many young people choose to replace driving with alternative transportation. According to a recent survey by KRC Research and Zipcar, 45
percent of young people (18-34 years
old) polled said they have consciously
made an effort to replace driving
with transportation alternatives—this
is compared with approximately 32
percent of all older populations.
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•

Many of America’s youth prefer to
live places where they can easily walk,
bike, and take public transportation.
According to a recent study by the
National Association for Realtors,
young people are the generation
most likely to prefer to live in an area
characterized by nearby shopping,
restaurants, schools, and public transportation as opposed to sprawl.

•

Some young people purposely reduce
their driving in an effort to curb their
environmental impact. In the KRC
Zipcar survey, 16 percent of 18 to
34-year-olds polled said they strongly
agreed with the statement, “I want to
protect the environment, so I drive
less.” This is compared to approximately 9 percent of older generations.

The trend toward reduced driving
among young people is likely to persist
as a result of technological changes and
increased legal and financial barriers to
driving.

•

Technology:
o

Communications technology,
which provides young people with
new social networking and recreational possibilities, has become a
substitute for some car trips.

o

Improvements in technology
make transportation alternatives
more convenient. Websites and
smart phone apps that provide
real-time transit data make
public transportation easier to
use, particularly for infrequent
users. Meanwhile, technology has
opened the door for new transportation alternatives, such as
the car-sharing and bike-sharing
services that have taken root in
numerous American cities.

o

•

•

Public transportation is more
compatible with a lifestyle based
on mobility and peer-to-peer
connectivity than driving. Bus
and train riders can often talk on
the phone, text or work safely
while riding, while many state
governments are outlawing using
mobile devices while driving.
Currently, 35 states have outlawed texting while driving, and
nine states have outlawed handheld cell phone use while driving.
These bans may not be enough
to ensure safety—in December
2011 the National Transportation
Safety Board recommended banning cell phone use while driving
entirely.

Changes in driving laws: From 1996
to 2006, every state enacted Graduated Drivers’ Licensing (GDL) laws.
GDL laws, which are designed to
keep young people safe, also make
obtaining a driver’s license more
challenging. Young people must now
take more behind-the-wheel training (which is more expensive), fulfill
additional requirements for permits,
and once they are allowed to drive,
they are often restricted to driving
in the daytime without passengers.
GDL laws are likely to remain in effect—and continue to be a deterrent
to young people to apply for licenses—because they have been successful in keeping young drivers safe.
Increased fuel prices: Increased fuel
prices have made driving more expensive, reducing the frequency with
which people—especially younger
people with less disposable income—
travel in cars. The average cost for
filling up the tank in 2001 was $1,100
for the year (in 2011 dollars). With
gasoline prices soaring since then,

filling up the same tank today costs
$2,300. While gasoline prices often
fluctuate, they are unlikely to return
to the low levels of 1980s or 1990s.
According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration’s projections,
gas prices are expected to increase by
26 percent from 2010 to 2020.
The recession has played a role in reducing the miles driven in America, especially by young people. People who are
unemployed or underemployed have difficulty affording cars, commute to work less
frequently if at all, and have less disposable
income to spend on traveling for vacation
and other entertainment. The trend toward reduced driving, however, has occurred even among young people who
are employed and/or are doing well financially.
•

The average young person (age 1634) with a job drove 10,700 miles in
2009, compared with 12,800 miles in
2001.

•

From 2001 to 2009, young people
(16 to 34-years-old) who lived in
households with annual incomes of
over $70,000 increased their use of
public transit by 100 percent, biking
by 122 percent, and walking by 37
percent.

America has long created transportation
policy under the assumption that driving
will continue to increase at a rapid and
steady rate. The changing transportation
preferences of young people—and Americans overall—throw that assumption into
doubt. Policy-makers and the public
need to be aware that America’s current transportation policy—dominated
by road building—is fundamentally
out-of-step with the transportation
patterns and expressed preferences
of growing numbers of Americans. It
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is time for policy-makers to consider the
implication of changes in driving habits
for the nation’s transportation infrastructure decisions and funding practices, and
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consider a new vision for transportation
policy that reflects the needs of 21st century America.

Introduction

I

n the years after World War II, Americans’ love affair with the car reached full
flower.
To the post-war generation, cars were
a symbol of maturity, prosperity and freedom. Acquiring a driver’s license was a
“rite of passage” for young people—something that was ideally done as close to one’s
sixteenth birthday as possible. Owning (or
at least having access to) a car was a young
person’s ticket to freedom, friends and adventure. For American families, a car was
also a ticket to the “good life” in the suburbs, away from crowded and increasingly
troubled cities.
America’s post-war leaders—and those
in the generations that followed—satisfied
Americans’ demand for mobility by car by
engaging in the greatest road-building endeavor the world had ever seen, at great
public expense. They embarked on the
largest public works project in human history up until that point, the construction
of more than 40,000 miles of Interstate

highways.1 And that grand road-building
project has continued even up to the present day—since 1980, American road builders have constructed an average of more
than 22,000 new lane-miles every year.2
Times have changed, however. The
open road that once beckoned to an earlier generation of young people has been
slowly replaced by congested highways
traversing a landscape of suburban sprawl.
Once a symbol of freedom and America’s
can-do spirit, the automobile has become
for many a financial straitjacket that limits
life options, as well as a symbol of the nation’s enduring dependence on oil. Urban
living—whether in cities, older suburbs,
or new mixed-use neighborhoods—is getting a serious look by many young people
anxious to avoid long commutes, be close
to friends and activities, and lessen their
environmental impact. Meanwhile, the
emergence of the Internet, mobile technologies and social networking has upended the way Americans, especially younger
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Americans, interact with each other and
the world.
There is now little room for doubt:
many Americans’ transportation needs and
desires are changing. And they are changing fastest among the people who have the
most to gain or lose from the investments
we make in new transportation infrastructure: the young. This report documents
the many ways in which young people are
changing their transportation behavior and
their desires for the future—and argues that
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many of those changes are here to stay.
An earlier generation of American leaders embraced and worked toward a vision
of a more mobile America linked by highways and automobiles. Today, for better
and for worse, we are living their legacy.
Will America’s policy-makers have the
dexterity, the vision and the courage to
meet these changing needs—and by so
doing, put America on a path to a cleaner,
more resilient transportation system that
is less dependent on oil?

The Trends:
Today’s Youth Drive Less and Use
Transportation Alternatives More

D

uring the second half of the 20th century, the total number of miles driven in America steadily increased.
Then, at the turn of the century, the trend
changed. Americans now drive less than
we did in the mid-2000s—both in absolute and per-capita terms.
Today’s youth are leading this decline in
vehicle-miles traveled. Some young people do not drive at all because they either
do not own a car or do not have a license.
Those who do drive are taking fewer
trips and driving shorter distances. At the
same time, more young people are instead choosing to walk, bike or take public
transportation, or to stay connected using
mobile technologies instead of traveling.

Today’s Youth Drive Less

Between 1970 and 2004, the number of
vehicle-miles traveled per capita increased
by an average of 1.8 percent annually, and
the total number of vehicle-miles traveled
increased by an average of 2.9 percent
annually.3

Since the mid-2000s however, the number of miles driven in America—both total
and per capita—has fallen. Since 2004, the
average number of vehicle-miles driven
per capita has decreased by 6 percent. (See
Figure 1.) And since 2007, when Americans’ total vehicle travel peaked, the total
number of miles driven in America has
fallen 2.3 percent. (See Figure 2.) Americans as a whole drove fewer miles in 2011
than they drove in 2004.4
Today’s youth lead the decline in vehicle-miles traveled. While Generation X
(age 35-49) and the Baby Boomers (age
50-65) have seen modest drops in the distance they travel in cars, Generation Y
(age 16-34) is now driving significantly
less than young generations have in prior decades. According to the National
Household Travel Survey (NHTS), between 2001 and 2009, the average number of vehicle-miles traveled by young
people (16 to 34-year-olds) decreased
from 10,300 miles to 7,900 miles per capita—a drop of 23 percent.7 The National
Household Transportation Survey shows
that this is the result of:
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Figure 1: Vehicle-Miles Traveled Per Capita Peaked in 20045

Figure 2: Total Vehicle-Miles Traveled Peaked in 20076
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•

Fewer car trips per driver: In 2009,
young drivers took 15 percent fewer trips than young drivers took in
2001.8

•

Shorter car trips: In 2009, the average
trip length traveled by young drivers
was 9.5 miles—a 6 percent drop from
10.1 miles, the average trip length in
2001.9

In addition, fewer young people are on
the road in the first place because fewer
hold licenses. According to the Federal
Highway Administration, from 2000 to
2010, the percentage of 14 to 34-year-olds
without licenses increased from 21 percent
to 26 percent.10 For more information on
licensing rates for young people, see page
11.

Today’s Youth Increasingly
Use Transportation
Alternatives

Young people are traveling less in cars,
but they are increasingly using alternative
forms of transportation. According to the
NHTS, the average young person took 25
more trips and traveled 117 more miles on
alternative transportation (including biking, transit, and walking) in 2009 than the
average young person traveled in 2001.14
Biking: In 2009, 16 to 34-year-olds as a
whole took 24 percent more bike trips than
they took in 2001, despite the age group
actually shrinking in size by 2 percent.15
Walking: In 2009, 16 to 34-year-olds
walked to destinations 16 percent more
frequently than did 16 to 34-year-olds in
2001.16

Young People in Other Countries Have Also
Reduced Their Driving

D

ecreased driving among young people is not unique to America, but rather a
phenomenon becoming characteristic of developed countries. In a 2011 study
by the University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute, researchers found
that of the 14 countries studied other than the United States, seven developed countries—Sweden, Norway, Great Britain, Canada, Japan, South Korea and Germany—showed a recent decrease in the percentage of young people with driver’s licenses. The other seven countries—Finland, Israel, The Netherlands, Switzerland,
Spain, Latvia and Poland—many of them less developed, showed an increase in the
percentage of young people with licenses.11
In addition to licensing rates, driving rates have also fallen in many developed
countries. Vehicle-miles traveled have either leveled off or fallen in Western European countries including Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, The Netherlands and Spain.12 Although data on driving rates for young people are not easily available, the German Income and Expenditure survey shows that the share of
young households without cars in Germany increased from 20 percent to 28 percent
from 1998 to 2008.13
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Public transit: Between 2001 and 2009
the annual number of passenger miles per
capita traveled by 16 to 34-year-olds on
public transit increased by 40 percent.17
Young people have played a significant
role in driving up the total number of
passenger miles traveled on transit. From
2001 to 2009, the annual number of passenger miles traveled increased by 10 billion, more than 60 percent of which came
from 16 to 34-year-olds.18
According to the Bureau of Transportation Statistics, heavy rail (subway) and
light rail ridership across the country has
been steadily increasing over the last decade, even as automobile travel has stagnated.19 (See Figure 3.)

Today’s Youth Avoid or
Postpone Buying Cars and
Acquiring Driver’s Licenses
Not only are many Americans—including young Americans—making fewer and
shorter trips in their cars, but an increasing number are not driving at all—either
because they do not have a car or do not
have a license.

The Number of Vehicles on the
Road Has Stagnated

People are putting fewer cars on American
roads. Every year, several million Americans buy and register new automobiles

Figure 3: Heavy and Light Rail Ridership Increases Across the US20
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Figure 4: The Total Number of Vehicles On the Road Has Plateaued Since 200622

while several million simultaneously retire
old ones. Historically, the number of automobiles on the road has steadily increased
because newly registered automobiles
outnumbered retired automobiles. Since
2006, the number of vehicles on America’s
roads has hit a plateau after decades of
growth.21 (See Figure 4.)

The Number of Young Licensed
Drivers Has Decreased

A growing number of young Americans
do not have driver’s licenses. According
to the Federal Highway Administration,
from 2000 to 2010, the share of 14 to 34year-olds without a license increased from
21 percent to 26 percent.23 (See Figure 5.)
The increase in young people without driver’s licenses is not limited to age
groups affected by Graduated Drivers
Licensing (GDL) laws (age 14-19). (For
more information on GDL laws, see page

22.) The percentage of people between the
ages of 20 and 34 without licenses has also
increased. The number of 20 to 34-yearolds without a driver’s license increased
from 10.4 percent to 15.7 percent between
2000 and 2010. (See Figure 5.)

Americans Move to More
Urban Areas with More
Transportation Alternatives

Many Americans, including young people,
are seeking to move to places that have
alternative transportation options. For
decades, people migrated from central cities to distant suburbs and exurbs where
transportation was dependent on automobiles. Recently, however, there has been
an increase in movement back to densely-

The Trends: Today’s Youth Drive Less
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Figure 5: The Share of Young People Without Driver’s Licenses Has Increased24

populated urban cores where people can
walk, bike and take public transit instead
of driving. There has also been an increase
of interest in walkable, mixed-use developments in suburban communities. Some
people living in these communities, especially those in Generation Y, do not own
cars. According to the Bureau of Transportation Statistics, households in urban
areas are 2.5 times more likely not to possess a car than households in rural areas.25
The rising demand for homes in centrally-located locations is being met through
the revitalization of aging urban areas in
major cities as well as the reconstruction
of downtown and single-use (e.g. retail)
areas into mixed-use walkable and transit-oriented developments in smaller cities. This transformation has already taken
place in several cities. Arlington County
in Virginia, Bellevue in Washington, and
Pasadena in California have all replaced
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strip malls with mixed-use developments
that have access to public transit.26
This increase in downtown construction is clearly demonstrated by trends in
building permits. In the decades before
this shift back to downtown areas, the
number of building permits in exurbs and
far-lying suburbs dramatically outnumbered the number of permits in inner cities. However, a recent study by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency of 50
metropolitan areas shows that the proportion of building permits in central city
neighborhoods has significantly increased
in recent years. In nearly half of the metropolitan areas, the share of new residential
building permits in urban core communities dramatically increased. For example,
in the New York City metropolitan area,
the central city’s share of residential building permits increased from 15 percent in
the early 1990s to 48 percent in the mid-

2000s.27 Over the same time period, the
central city’s share of building permits
in Chicago increased from 7 percent to
27 percent and the central city’s share in
Portland, Oregon, increased from 9 percent to 26 percent.28
The increased demand for property in
inner cities and mixed-use suburban areas
is also evident in housing prices. Whereas in the late 1990s, the most expensive
housing was in the outer-lying suburbs,
today’s most expensive housing has shifted
to walkable inner cities and inner suburbs. According to a real estate analysis by
Christopher Leinberger, professor at the
Graduate Real Estate Development Program at the University of Michigan, some
of today’s most expensive neighborhoods
in metropolitan areas are walkable multiuse communities, such as Capitol Hill in
Seattle, Virginia Highland in Atlanta, and

German Village in Columbus (OH)—
communities that were all dilapidated 30
years ago.29
The age groups leading this migration
to inner-cities and mixed-use suburbs are
those nearing retirement (Baby Boomers)
and young adults (Generation Y). Many
baby boomers, who no longer need multiroom houses and backyards (because their
children have moved out), have begun
moving to homes that are smaller and in
locations that have easily-accessible societal amenities.30 Young adults have begun
leaving their parents’ homes to move into
“vibrant, compact, and walkable communities full of economic, social, and recreational activities,” according to the Brookings Institution.31 An estimated 77 percent
of young people (age 18-35) plan to live in
urban centers.32

The Trends: Today’s Youth Drive Less
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Young People’s Priorities and
Preferences Are Leading Them to
Drive Less

M

any members of Generation Y have
reduced their driving because they
choose to take transportation alternatives instead of cars to school, work and
recreation, and because many have chosen
to live in ways that require less time behind
the wheel of a car. Growing evidence—
both anecdotal and quantitative—suggests
that some of this change is being driven by
shifts in young people’s priorities and preferences, shifts that could very well persist as
Generation Y ages.

Young People Choose to
Replace Driving with
Alternative Transportation

Across America, a growing number of
young people make a conscious effort to
take transit instead of cars to get to school,
work and friends’ houses.
Many young people do not prioritize
learning to drive. According to Tom Pecoraro, owner of I Drive Smart, a Washington area drivers’ education program,
quoted in the Washington Post, “Driving is
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really important to a lot of the kids in the
culture, but it is not the central focus like
it was 25 years ago.” 33 Instead, young people choose to spend time on their studies,
extracurricular activities and social media.
Recent polls have also documented this
shift away from driving and toward alternative transportation. According to a recent survey by KRC Research and Zipcar,
45 percent of young people (18-34 years
old) reported to have made a conscious effort in the previous year to reduce their
driving—this is compared with approximately 32 percent of the rest of the population.34 (See Figure 6.)

Young People Want to Live
in Places with Transportation Alternatives

Many people, especially those in Generation Y, increasingly prefer to live in places
where they can get around without getting
in a car. People want to move to places
where they can walk to amenities such as

Figure 6: Young People Have Made a Conscious Effort to Reduce Their Driving

In the survey by KRC Research and Zipcar, participants were asked to what extent they
agreed with the statement, “In the past year, I have consciously made an effort to reduce how much I drive, and instead take public transportation, bike/walk or carpool
when possible.” The percent of the age group that said they strongly or somewhat
agreed is displayed below.35

grocery stores, restaurants, and houses of
worship, and have nearby access to public
transportation. These preferences contrast with the preferences of older and
past generations, many of whom strongly
valued living in suburban single family
homes with transportation dependent on
automobiles.
Living in a place that is walkable and
transit-oriented has become increasingly
popular in recent years, even outside of city
centers. For example, Arlington Heights in
Illinois, which moved to transit-oriented
development ahead of many other places in
America, has become a cherished place to
live. The suburb, located 25 miles northwest of Chicago, has 77,000 residents, a
combination of single-family and multifamily homes, and a number of amenities

within walking and biking distance that
makes driving less necessary.36 According
to a Chicago Tribune article, what residents
enjoy about Arlington Heights, among
other qualities, is its mobility. Residents say
that Arlington Heights’ “family-friendly
melding of top-ranked schools, an outstanding park district, convenient access
to Chicago and revived downtown represent an appealing mix.”37 The city’s Metra
commuter rail station, located downtown,
is three blocks from the library (which is
visited by 2,600 people a day38), four blocks
from a recreational park, and is surrounded
by restaurants, shops, schools, theaters and
other amenities39—and the Metra commute to downtown Chicago takes only 50
minutes.40
National surveys and polls have also
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documented the popularity of living in
places with smart growth and transit-oriented development among young people.
•

Passengers at Arlington Heights Station on the Union
Pacific-Northwest Metra Line. Credit: City of Arlington
Heights

According to a survey by the National Association for Realtors,
conducted in March 2011, 62 percent
of people ages 18-29 said they would
prefer to live in an area with smart
growth (defined as a place with a mix
of single family houses, apartments,
and condominiums, with stores, restaurants, libraries, schools and access
to public transportation nearby) as
opposed to sprawl. The proportion
of young people who preferred to
live in smart growth neighborhoods
was between four and 11 percentage points higher than all other age
groups.41 (See Figure 7.)

Figure 7: Young People Prefer to Live in Smart Growth Neighborhoods

In the National Association of Realtors survey, participants were asked if they would
prefer to live in an area with smart growth or sprawl. The percent of the age group
that said they preferred smart growth is displayed below.
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Figure 8: Young People Most Value Social Amenities within Walking Distance

In the National Association for Realtors survey, participants were asked to rate the
importance (on a scale of “very important,” “somewhat important,” “not very
important,” and “not at all important”) of having nine specific social amenities (e.g.,
restaurants) within walking distance of their homes. The percentages of participants
that answered “very important” for each amenity are averaged by age group and
displayed below.

•

•

In a survey by the Urban Land Institute in 2011, nearly two-thirds of
18 to 32-year-olds polled said living
in communities that were walkable
was either essential (14 percent) or
preferable (50 percent).42
In the National Association for Realtors survey discussed above, people
between the ages of 18 and 29 valued
having social amenities—such as grocery stores, restaurants and doctors’

offices—in walking distance more
than people in other age groups.43
(See Figure 8.)

•

In the same survey, people between
the ages of 18 and 29 were at least 25
percent more likely than older populations to highly value having bus
routes and rail lines within walking
distance of their homes. (See Figure 9.)

Young People’s Priorities and Preferences
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Figure 9: Young People Most Value Bus Routes and Rail Lines within Walking
Distance

In the National Association for Realtors survey, participants were asked to rate the
importance (on a scale of “very important,” “somewhat important,” “not very important,” and “not at all important”) of having (1) bus routes and (2) rail lines within
walking distance of their homes. The percentages of participants that answered “very
important” for bus routes and rail lines are averaged by age group and displayed below.
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The Trend Toward Reduced
Driving Among Young People
Is Likely to Persist

T

ransportation investments last for decades. So it is important for transportation policy-makers to understand
whether trends such as the recent decline
in driving are temporary or are likely to be
long-lasting.
While temporary factors such as the recession have contributed to the decline in
driving, the shift in transportation attitudes
and behaviors among young people appears
likely to persist as they get older and as new
people reach driving age. Social networking sites, smart phones and other new communications innovations not only provide
an alternative to driving in their own right
but they also provide a platform for transportation services such as real-time transit
information and car- and bike-sharing services that did not exist a decade or two ago.
Legal barriers, such as recent Graduated
Drivers’ Licensing laws that now require
potential drivers to take more behind-thewheel training and restrict young people’s
driving behavior will also likely act as a
continued barrier to driving. Other young
people avoid driving because increased fuel
prices have made driving more expensive—
a situation that is unlikely to change markedly in the foreseeable future.

Communication Technology
Substitutes for Driving and
Supports Alternative
Transportation
Improvements to and expanded accessibility of communications technology reduce
the number of trips taken in cars. Social
networking technology has become a substitute for some types of car trips. Websites and smart phone apps, which did not
exist 20 years ago, provide real-time transit
data (e.g. Nextbus) and make public transportation easier to use, particularly for
infrequent users. Meanwhile, technology
advances have also facilitated the growth
of car-sharing and bike-sharing services,
enabling users to reserve, pay for, and locate cars or bikes anytime of the day.
Today’s communications technology
used for social networking has become
a substitute for some car trips. Younger
people today value constant interconnectivity to their peers through websites and
mobile phone applications, social networking platforms (Facebook, Twitter,
Foursquare), instant messaging software,
cell phones and video chatting platforms

The Trend Toward Reduced Driving Is Likely to Persist
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Figure 10: Young People Substitute Driving with Social Networking Platforms

In the survey by KRC Research and Zipcar, participants were asked to what extent they
agreed with the statement, “With access to social networking sites such as Facebook
and Twitter, text messaging and online gaming, I sometimes choose to spend time
with friends online instead of driving to see them.” The percent of the age group
that said they strongly or somewhat agreed is displayed below.46

(Skype). Some young people who spend
time interacting with friends through
communications technology have less
time and desire to drive to see someone.
Communicating through these new
technologies has decreased the necessity
for young people to use cars. Michelle Wei,
for example, from Herndon, Virginia, who
did not get her license until she was a senior, was content without driving because
of the social media available to her. She
claims, in an article in the Washington Post,
“If I couldn’t get a ride to see my friend
who lives a town over, I could talk on IM
. . . or Skype.” The digital world, she said,
“made it very easy not to drive.”44
Ms. Wei is not alone—a recent survey by Zipcar and KRC Research found
that many young people substitute social
networking for driving. According to the
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survey, 54 percent of young people polled
strongly or somewhat agreed with the
statement that “I sometimes choose to
spend time with friends online instead of
driving to see them.” That compares with
only 18 percent of Baby Boomers (age
55+).45 (See Figure 10.)
Websites and smart phone applications
that provide real-time transit data, such as
Nextbus, make public transportation easier
to use, particularly for infrequent users.
Real-time transit data allow riders to see
when the next bus, train, or subway will
arrive, how long the trip will take, and what
transfers will be necessary on the journey.
Twenty years ago, public transportation was
most accessible to experienced riders, who
knew the routes, schedules, and frequencies.
Even then, buses, trains and subways that
were late would waste passenger time.

With real-time transit technology, public
transportation is just as accessible to the
first-time traveler as the experienced rider,
and people waste less time waiting for their
bus, train or subway.
Real-time transit data have become increasingly accessible in recent years. Not
only have transit operators made available
real-time transit data, but some companies
(e.g. Nextbus, Google through Google
Maps) have begun to aggregate the realtime data from different systems into one
location. Nextbus, for example, has aggregated real-time transit data from systems
across the country, and over the past few
years they have expanded rapidly. From
1996, when Nextbus was founded, to 2008,
the company was able to grow to cover 40
transportation systems. In the past three
years, Nextbus has rapidly expanded and
now covers 82 transportation systems.47
Today, passengers can use Nextbus, both
on the Internet and on a smart phone,
to find their next ride in cities across the
country, from Seattle to Los Angeles to
Boston.48 (See Figure 11.)

Technology has also led to the creation
of transportation options that did not exist
15 or 20 years ago. With car-sharing services such as Zipcar, for example, the Internet and smart phone applications allow
users to reserve, pay for and locate cars
easily, at any time of the day. Then, Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) technology allows car-sharing users to open the
car doors with digital cards, removing the
hassle and cost of having to pick up keys.49
The availability of car-sharing services
such as Zipcar enables some people to
avoid purchasing a vehicle of their own—
saving money that can then be spent on
commutes and trips via alternative transportation and reducing the temptation to
drive at times other than when it is strictly
necessary.
Technology also makes bike-sharing
programs possible and convenient. In
the past two years, numerous cities, including Boston, Chicago, Denver, Des
Moines, Honolulu, Miami Beach, New
York, San Antonio and Washington D.C.
have launched bike share programs.50

Figure 11: Nextbus Provides Real-Time Transit Data
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These programs have been made possible
and convenient by the advent of different
technological applications. With technology that is now widespread and common,
bike-sharers can look up the availability of
bikes near them, ride to work, school or to
go shopping, and be automatically billed
for their ride time with their key signature.
On the other hand, despite efforts by
automakers to integrate new technology
into new vehicles, mobile technology and
driving still often don’t mix. GPS systems
have made it somewhat easier for drivers to find their way to their destinations
and avoid traffic, and voice recognition
software integrated with cars’ computer
systems make it somewhat easier to make
calls and text while driving, but the universe of interactive activities available
to drivers is necessarily limited by the
fact that they need to pay attention to
the road. Bus and train riders can typically talk, text or work safely while riding. Driving while talking on a cellphone,
texting or working on a laptop or smartphone, however, can be dangerous. States
are increasingly enacting laws that make
driving while talking on the phone or text
messaging a misdemeanor. Currently, 35
states have outlawed texting while driving, 12 of which were enacted recently
in 2010, and nine states have outlawed
handheld cell phone use while driving.51
Some safety experts believe that even
these measures do not go far enough—in
December 2011, the National Transportation Safety Board recommended
a complete ban on cell phone use while
driving, due to the dangers of distracted
driving.52
The technological changes of the last 20
years—particularly the advance of mobile
communications technology—have made
transportation alternatives more appealing relative to driving, especially for the
younger people who have embraced those
technologies with enthusiasm.
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Driver’s License Restrictions
Postpone Young People
from Obtaining Licenses
Between 1996 and 2006, every state one
but one enacted Graduated Drivers’ Licensing (GDL) laws.53 GDL laws, which
are designed to keep young people safe,
also make obtaining a driver’s license more
challenging. To get a license today, young
people must take more behind-the-wheel
training (which is more expensive), fulfill
additional requirements for permits, and,
once they are allowed to drive, they often
are restricted to driving in the daytime and
without passengers.
Over the past 15 years, states have put
restrictions on young people acquiring licenses. Up until the mid-1990s, acquiring
a license was relatively simple—drivers
could get their licenses when they were 16
or younger, with only a short restrictive
period (permit), and a few hours of training. Then in 1996, to keep young drivers
safe, Florida enacted the first comprehensive Graduated Driver Licensing (GDL)
program.54 GDL programs have three
stages of licensing (learner’s permit, intermediate license, full licensure) to gradually
introduce driving privileges to young drivers, ensuring that they have all the skills
to drive safely once they are on the road.55
In the five years after Florida enacted its
GDL law, 42 other states enacted similar laws, and by 2006, all states had some
GDL rules in place.56
GDL laws have become a deterrent for
some young people contemplating acquiring a license. Not only do GDL laws decrease young people’s mobility in the first
months and years when they start driving,
but the process of getting a full license
is longer and more expensive—up to 60
hours of driving practice with an adult and
$600 for driving courses.57 According to
Rob Foss, director of the Center for the
Study of Young Drivers at the University

Will GDL Laws Lead to a Prolonged Reduction
in Driving?

G

DL laws reduce young people’s driving during the first few years they are
eligible to drive. But GDL laws may have a longer lasting impact. Recent research at the University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute found
that the percentage of licensed drivers among people who were 20 to 44 years old in
1983 did not increase as those people aged—in other words, according to the study,
“for all practical purposes, for the cohorts born between 1939 and 1963, all those who
wanted to get a driver’s license did so by age 20.”62 (emphasis in original)
Should this finding prove to be true for today’s young people—which is very
uncertain—changes in driver’s licensing laws that delay the acquisition of a license
could potentially have long-lasting repercussions for driving behaviors later in life.

of North Carolina, these hurdles and restrictions have caused much of the decline
in the number of licensed 16-year-olds.58
To many teenagers, studying and extracurricular activities are a greater priority than
the tens of hours of behind-the-wheel
practice and high cost necessary to receive
a license.59
GDL laws are likely to remain in effect
because they have been successful in keeping young drivers safe. From the years
between 1993 and 1995, to the years between 2003 and 2005, fatal crashes involving 16-year-old drivers decreased 23 percent.60 According to a report by Preusser
Research Group, the most effective provision in keeping young drivers safe is the
extension of the time period in which they
must be supervised, which restricts young
drivers’ mobility and deters them getting a
license.61 Since GDL laws’ successes make
them unlikely to be rolled back by state
legislatures, they will likely continue to be
a deterrent for young people considering
applying for licenses.

Increased Fuel Prices Push
People to Cheaper
Transportation Alternatives

Increased fuel prices have made driving
more expensive, reducing the frequency
with which people—especially younger
people with less disposable income—travel
in cars. The average cost for filling up the
tank in 2001 was $1,100 for the year (in
2011 dollars).63 With gasoline prices soaring to $3.50 on average since then, filling
up the same tank today costs $2,300—
more than twice as expensive and a serious deterrent for drivers to get behind the
wheel.64
While gasoline prices will fluctuate in
the future, they are unlikely to return to
the low levels of 1980s or 1990s, and unless
the United States accelerates its adoption
of electric vehicles, it will likely be more
expensive to fill up the tank in the future
than it is today. According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration’s projections, gas prices are expected to increase
by 26 percent (adjusted for inflation) from
2010 to 2020.65 (See Figure 12.)
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Figure 12: Gasoline Prices Will Remain High Or Increase In the Future66

Note: “High Oil Prices” refers to $200 per barrel (in 2009 dollars). “Medium Oil Prices” refers
to $125 per barrel. “Low Oil Prices” refers to $50 per barrel.

Some Young People Reduce
Their Driving to Protect the
Environment
Some young people purposely live in ways
that reduce their driving as a way to fulfill
their personal commitment to a cleaner
environment. Driving in cars releases dangerous gases that cause global warming,
create smog and make ambient air dirty
and unsafe to breathe. In a survey by Zipcar and KRC Research, 16 percent of 18
to 34-year-olds polled said they strongly
agreed with the statement “I want to protect the environment, so I drive less.” This
is compared to approximately 9 percent of
older generations.67 (See Figure 13.)
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The Trend Toward Reduced
Growth in Driving Will Likely
Persist Even When the
Economy Rebounds
The recession has played a role in reducing the miles driven in America, especially
by young people. People who are unemployed or underemployed have difficulty
affording cars, commute to work less frequently (if at all), and have less disposable
income to spend on traveling for vacation
and other entertainment.
It is possible that driving will increase
somewhat as the economy rebounds. But
the long-term, sustained, upward growth
in vehicle travel that characterized the
United States for decades is likely at an
end—economic recovery or not—due to

the fundamental shifts in external conditions and consumer preferences detailed
in this report.
The current recession has hit young
adults the hardest. Many statistics and reports document the recession’s particular
impact on Generation Y:
•

•

According to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, in 2011 the unemployment
rate was 24.4 percent among 16 to
19-year-olds, 14.6 percent among 20
to 24-year-olds, and 10.3 percent for
25 to 29-year-olds, as compared to 8.9
percent for the country as a whole.69
According to a 2010 report by the
Pew Research Center, young people
are more likely than older people to
have recently lost a job (10 percent
for people 29 and younger, 6 percent
for people 30 and older).70

•

According to the same Pew report,
the proportion of 18 to 29-year-olds
employed full time fell 9 percent
(from 50 percent to 41 percent) from
2006 to 2010, whereas the proportion of 30 to 64-year-olds employed
full time fell only marginally (65
percent to 63 percent for 30-45 year
olds, and 54 percent to 53 percent for
46-64 year olds).71

•

According the Project on Student
Debt, two-thirds of college seniors
who graduated in 2010 had student
loan debt, averaging $25,250.72

•

According to Fidelity Investments,
the typical member of Generation Y
holds at least three credit cards, and
one in five cards has a balance of over
$10,000.73

Figure 13: Young People Reduce Their Driving to Protect the Environment68
In the survey by KRC Research and Zipcar, participants were asked to what extent
they agreed with the statement, “I want to protect the environment, so I drive less.”
The percent of the age group that said they strongly or somewhat agreed is displayed below.
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The economic recession has consequently pushed car ownership outside the
economic reach of many young adults.
In America, the average annual cost of
owning and operating an automobile is
$8,776.74 With such a high percentage of
young people unemployed, and many of
those employed still struggling to make
ends meet, car ownership is simply not viable. In the Zipcar/KRC Research survey,
80 percent of 18 to 34-year-olds stated
that the high cost of gasoline, parking and
maintenance made owning a car difficult
(in comparison, approximately 72 percent
of people ages 35 and older found owning
a car difficult).75
However, many young Americans who
cannot afford cars would continue to drive
less and take alternative transportation even
if they could, for the following reasons:
•

Young people who have the funds today to afford cars are still increasing
their use of transportation alternatives. From 2001 to 2009, young
people (16-34 years old) who lived
in households with incomes of over
$70,000 per year increased their use
of public transit by 100 percent, biking by 122 percent, and walking by
37 percent.76
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•

Young people who have jobs today
drive less than young people who
had jobs before the recession. The
average young person (ages 16 to
34) with a job drove 10,700 miles in
2009, compared with 12,800 miles in
2001.77

•

Young people who have jobs today
take public transportation more than
young people who had jobs before the
recession. Among young people who
are employed, the number of miles
traveled via public transit has increased
25 percent from 2001 to 2009.78

•

Americans started to drive less before
the recession. The miles driven per
capita in America first dropped in
2005—three years before the start of
the recession.79

The economic recession has forced a
large number of young people to delay
purchasing an automobile and/or reduce
the amount they drive. Economic recovery will bring some of those young people
back onto the roads. But the fundamental
forces that are driving many Americans—
especially young people—to change their
transportation behaviors will remain.

Implications for Transportation Policy

A

merica’s transportation policies have
long been predicated on the assumption that driving will continue
to increase. The changing transportation
preferences of young people—and Americans overall—throw that assumption into
doubt. Transportation decision-makers at
all levels—federal, state and local—need
to understand the trends that are leading
to the reduction in driving among young
people and engage in a thorough reconsideration of America’s transportation
policy-making to ensure that it serves both
the needs of today’s and tomorrow’s young
Americans and moves the nation toward
a cleaner, more sustainable and economically vibrant future.
Transportation infrastructure decisions
have long-lasting implications. Highways,
transit lines and sidewalks have useful lives
measured in decades—and sometimes centuries. To make the best of limited resources, transportation planners must anticipate
trends 10, 20 or 40 years into the future.
Since World War II, the vision the U.S.
government has had of the future has been
one of consistent increases in driving.
In 2000, for example, the U.S. Energy

Information Administration projected that
by 2010, the total number of vehicle-miles
traveled on America’s roads would reach
3.4 trillion.80 However, in 2010, decreased
driving rates caused the vehicle-miles
traveled to total just less than 3 trillion
miles—a difference of 11 percent.81
The shift away from six decades of increasing vehicle travel to a new reality of
slow-growing or even declining vehicle
travel has potentially seismic implications for transportation policy. It calls
into question the wisdom of our current
transportation investment priorities as
well as the sources of revenue used to pay
for those priorities. It creates both a multitude of new opportunities as well as difficult challenges.
The data in this report suggest a possible future in which:
•

The demand for transportation
overall stagnates due to the substitution of mobile technologies for
some transportation services and the
emerging consumer preference for
walkable, less auto-dependent forms
of development.
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•

The demand for automobile transportation—both absolutely and as
a share of overall transportation
demand—stagnates or declines due
to the improved competitive position of transportation alternatives on
measures of quality, convenience and
cost.

•

The demand for transportation
alternatives increases for the same
reasons.

It is much too early to conclude that
this vision of the future will become reality. But it is at least as plausible a vision
of the future as one based on an expectation that the trend toward ever-increasing
amounts of driving that has characterized
the last 60 years will resume.
Such a shift in future transportation
trends would shake the foundations of
transportation policy-making. For example, to meet the demand for alternative transportation, federal, state and local governments would need to prioritize
investment in public transportation, bike
lanes, sidewalks and other transportation
alternatives. To meet the demand for walkable neighborhoods in close proximity to
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transit, government officials would need
to ensure that land-use and transportation policies were aligned to support the
development of these communities. To
compensate for the declines in gas-tax revenues, decision-makers would need to find
alternative sources of funding for road and
bridge maintenance or boost the gasoline
tax to levels that may further discourage
driving.
Again, it is far too early to say that this
vision will become reality. As the old saying goes, it’s difficult to make predictions,
especially about the future.
But policy-makers and the public need
to be aware that America’s current transportation policy-making and financing
structure is fundamentally out-of-step
with both the nation’s current needs
and the expressed preferences of growing numbers of Americans. It is well beyond the scope of this report to address
the policy implications of shifting youth
transportation trends in detail—though
we hope to return to this issue in future
work. It is clear, however, that we urgently
need to consider a new vision for transportation policy that reflects the needs of
21st century America.
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